November 11, 2020, we had collected suggestions from all classes about the blind angle in
and out of campus. Improvement report had been made in campus safety maintenance
meeting on January 7, 2021. The details are as follows:
Item
1

2
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Suggested content
The pedestrian walkway behind
the guard room in the dormitory
area to the locomotive shed is
dimly lit.
The driveway in front of Da Xi
Square in the dormitory area is
dimly lit.

Ways to improve
On sidewalks and lanes,
repair some damaged lamps,
increase lamps and enhance
lighting.
1. Advise students not to go
to this section as much as
possible, and if necessary,
please travel with friend.
2. There are lights on the
driveway and street lamps
on Jianguo Road at night in
this area, and there is no
dim situation.
In the dormitory area, the lights Repair some damaged
in the passage between the first lamps and add lamps to
and second dormitories are dim. enhance lighting.
Wild dogs gather in groups to
On 11/16, the student
attack passers-by on the road
assistant group, the affairs
from The campus to Tzu Chi
group and the student who
University's Human and Social had been attacked by dogs
College.
recently went to the Human
and Social College,
consulted colleagues in the
General Affairs Office of
Tzu Chi University,
informed the situation and
identified the dog. The
school said that it would
deal with the attacked dog at
an optional time; In
addition, remind students
passing through this road
section to travel together
and avoid traveling alone.
There is no obstruction behind
Iron gates have been
the sewage treatment area, and installed to restrict the area.
students often enter to smoke.
The dormitory car is dimly lit.
Inductive lamps have been
installed.
The route of Ji Ci Road is dim. It has been reported to Ji’an
Branch and Tai Chang

Remarks

8

9

10
11

12

There are unusual people in
Xuanwu Palace.

The route of Ming Yi Fifth
Street is dim.

The lanes behind Zhi Mei
Building were dimly lit.
The parking lot under the Jian
Guo Road overpass is not well
lit at night.
The south lane of the campus is
dimly lit.

Police Station as the focus
of police inspections.
It has been reported to Ji’an
Branch and Tai Chang
Police Station as the focus
of police inspections.
It has been reported to Ji’an
Branch and Tai Chang
Police Station as the focus
of police inspections.
Increase lamps and enhance
lighting.
Repair some damaged
lamps and increase lamps to
illuminate the area.
Repair some damaged
lamps and increase lamps to
illuminate the area.

